Open Day 23 February 2019

Get to know more than 50 programmes in Leiden and The Hague. Attend a presentation on your chosen programme, discuss your choice with advisers at the information market and get a feel for the atmosphere in the city. All the Open Day activities are within walking distance of one another in the centre of Leiden, so it’s easy to get to where you need to be. Although it is not possible to take a look at all the faculties, the presentations will give you a good idea of what you are going to study, whether it is in Leiden or The Hague!

City Tour with students
Start: 10:25, 12:45 and 14:15 hrs
Assemble at the Square City & Student Life at the Pieterskerk. Make Dutch offers to tour the cultural heart of Leiden with students from the Leiden student association and take a look at the student areas and student associations.
Or pick up your leaflet and use our enthusiastic guide to visit (English-speaking) students and see how they live.
City Tour with students: the best way to get to know the city!

Career Café: Unlock your future
11:00 - 16:30 hrs Lijnbaan building 2
Career is full of twists and turns of career pathways, so no one really knows what you can do! Visit the Career Café and find out more! Talk to our career advisers and discuss your future career pathway and prospects.

Leiden Law Future
11:00 - 15:30 hrs Restaurant Koningshooikt Oosterpark
Visit the information market of Leiden Law. Study advisers, students and lecturers will answer all your questions. You can also meet the study advisers of the faculty.

Information market
9:00 - 17:15 hrs. Pieterskerk
There are students, lecturers and study advisers at the stands of the different programmes, so you can ask them all your questions and gather all the information you need to choose the right programme for you.

Programme presentations

Information market

Open Day
9:00 - 17:15 hrs. Pieterskerk
There are students, lecturers and study advisers at the stands of the different programmes, so you can ask them all your questions and gather all the information you need to choose the right programme for you.

What in the name of a particular programme? The programme presentations will give you the answers to such questions as what subjects there are what you can do later with your degree and which the programmes match your subject cluster. You can fill a summary of all the subjects on the back of this brochure.
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12:00 - 16:00 hrs. Old School
Listen to young Leiden scientists and music.

12:00 Sanne Pijnappel (Art History): Why did people in the Middle Ages tar the Great Feast?
13:00 Meike de Boe (Linguistics): How recognisable is your voice?
14:00 Rob van Wijk (Bio-Pharmaceutical Sciences): Is medication becoming smarter?
15:00 David Ehrhardt (Liberal Arts & Sciences: Global Challenges): How to govern a corrupt oil state?
16:00 Sanne Zoetendal (Arts & Sciences: Global Challenges): What subjects there are, what you can do later with your degree and which the programmes match your subject cluster. You can fill a summary of all the subjects on the back of this brochure.

Lunch: Try out some tasty places in Leiden
12:30 - 13:45 hrs. See the map for lunch locations
Specially for the Open Day visitors, Leiden restaurants have put together a tasty and reasonably priced lunch for visitors 15.00 Euro. It also lasts between 11.30 and 13.45 hrs in the Sqaure City & Student Life and the University Sports Centre. For more information go to:

Open day

Any questions?
The staff and study advisers give you answers to:
+31 71 520 3101 or studyinfo@leidenuniv.nl.
The staff can also be of the information market in answer of your questions.
Parking in Leiden

Hotspots

- Haagweg
- Lannenmarkt
- Pieterskerk
- Sterrewacht

Tour de TukTuk

8:45 - 16:30 hrs. Throughout the city
A place and last stop to get before proceeding to the different Leiden hotspots. Check for a small inspector through Leiden!

Parking space in Leiden

Parking space in Leiden is limited, so we advise you to come by public transport! Our shuttle buses and Leiden Central Station and at other key places in the city to point you the right direction and to answer your questions.
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